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A multi-resonant  split  ring  resonator  (SRR)  composed  of  two  circular-shaped  meandered  strips  is

presented. Resonances are first analyzed by means of eigenmodes computation and field mapping. It is

shown that  a resonance can emerge  from a standing wave taking place in each slot produced by a

meandered  strip.  A  slot  operates  as  a  two-wire  transmission  line  section  short-circuited  at  one

termination  and  loaded  by  an  open-circuit  at  the  other  end.  Consecutively,  a  resonance  occurs

approximately when a quarter-wavelength matches the length of the slot. A resonance frequency shift is

observed and it is related to a transverse magnetic coupling between a first anti-symmetric mode and a

second  symmetric  mode.  Finally,  multiple  resonances  in  an  SRR are  experimentally  evidenced  by

https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/abs/10.1002/pssa.201901017


spectroscopy of the input impedance of an SRR resonator antenna. Experimental results are favorably

compared with simulation.

A split ring resonator (SRR) is commonly involved as an elementary cell for producing a magnetic

response in metamaterials[1,2]. By means of a resonance, such SRR-based metamaterials allow to extend

the permeability value of materials found in nature (mr > 1) to values lower than 1 or even negative. A

mu-negative material (MNG) and a negative-index material (NIM), by combining SRRs and another

elementary cell producing a negative permittivity, contribute to the development of new microwave and

optical components[3,4]. On the other hand, drawbacks of the resonant behavior of SRRs are a narrow

bandwidth  and a  mono-band operation  around the  resonance  frequency.  If  a  strong resonance  is  a

welcome feature for sensing[5]can be a limitation for other applications such as electromagnetic (EM)

wave absorbing and filtering. Different strategies for designing metamaterials with a broad bandwidth

and operating at multiple frequency bands have been sought in literature.  The first approach was to

stack[6–9] or to gather in the same plane[10–12] resonators of different size and topology, each of them

resonating either at a frequency close to others in order to improve the bandwidth[6,7,9,11,12], or at separated

frequency for a multi-band operation[8,10]. A second solution was to design a multi-resonant elementary

cell  achieved  either  by  a  combination  of  split  rings[13,14] or  by  nested  resonators[15–19].  This  second

solution  was  often  involved  in  producing  multi-band  operation  but  a  bandwidth  broadening  for  a

metamaterial-inspired antenna was shown as well[17]. Fractal-inspired cells were also considered for both

a multi-band operation[20] and a bandwidth enhancement[21,22] with application dedicated to ambient EM

energy harvesting, nanoantenna and EM wave absorbing, respectively. Other characteristic requirements

can be achieved by such fractal structures and a labyrinth metasurface showed a good angular robustness

of the filtering behavior under oblique incidence[23]. Finally in the infrared wavelengths region, several

resonances were experimentally evidenced in the reflection and transmission spectra measured for an

array of SRRs[24] and U-shaped resonators[25]. Observed resonances were interpreted as a standing wave

plasmonic resonance occurring when an integer number of half-wavelengths was equal to the length of



the resonator. Actually, standing wave resonances are not restricted to plasmon and similar resonances

were  shown  in  microwave  for  SRRs[26,27].  In  this  paper,  we  propose  to  extend  this  approach  by

introducing  a  split  ring  resonator  made  of  a  circular  meandered  strip  aimed  at  producing  multi-

resonances.  Compared  with  the  previously  mentioned  works,  resonances  are  produced  in  the  slots

instead of on the metallic pattern. The geometry is presented first and resonances are analyzed by means

of eigenmodes  computation  and field mapping.  Then,  resonances  are  experimentally  highlighted  by

impedance spectroscopy of an SRR resonator antenna produced by embroidery.

An SRR with two circular-shaped meandered strips is illustrated in Figure 1a. Each of the split rings is

formed by a meandered 0.2 mm-thick metallic strip defined by a width w1 = 0.2 mm, a gap g1 = 0.15 mm

and a slot  s = 4 mm. The two rings are separated by a gap  g2 depending on the total width of a ring

w2 = 0.9 mm and on the mean diameter din and dout of the inner and outer ring, respectively.

Figure 1. Geometry of a split ring resonator composed of two meandered strips (a), a single meandered strip (b) and two
single strips (c).

Eigenmodes were computed by means of the commercial  software  HFSS by  Ansys by considering a

square lattice of SRRs of period 30 mm in the x-y plane. As a boundary condition, a perfect magnetic

conductor was put at 15 mm away from SRRs in the orthogonal  z-direction in order to select relevant

solutions with a magnetic field perpendicular to SRRs (transverse magnetic modes). The values of the

resonance frequency and the quality factor (Q-factor) calculated for different size and topology of an



SRR are listed in Table 1. The SRR a7.6 and a8.0 corresponds to the resonator shown in Figure 1a with

dout = 10.8 mm, and with  din = 7.6 mm and 8.0 mm, respectively. As illustrated in  Figure 1b, the SRR

b7.6,  b8.0 and  b10.8 corresponds to a single ring with a meandered strip of diameter  dout = 7.6, 8.0, and

10.8 mm,  respectively.  For  such  a  resonator,  the  inner  ring  was  removed  before  eigenmodes

computation. At last, the SRR c7.6 and c8.0 corresponds to the double split rings shown in Figure 1c with

dout = 10.8 mm, a width of each ring w2 = 0.9 mm, and with din = 7.6 and 8.0 mm, respectively.

Table 1. Resonance frequency in GHz and quality factor (in brackets) of SRRs and the SRR resonator antenna.

Structure Mode 1 Mode 2 Mode 3 Mode 4 Mode 5

a7.6 2.13 (96.4) 2.82 (136) 3.21 (121) 3.67 (432) 4.53 (211)

a8.0 2.13 (96.2) 2.81 (136) 3.02 (118) 3.39 (405) 4.29 (208)

b7.6 3.17 (101) 4.20 (143)

b8.0 3.00 (108) 4.00 (152)

b10.8 2.14 (100) 2.83 (142)

c7.6 3.88 (1313)

c8.0 3.61 (1259)

SRR resonator
antenna

2.13 2.72
3.16 3.56 4.30

3.00 3.27 4.12

By comparing  values  in  Table  1,  we can  see  that  the  resonance  frequency of  the  two first  modes

calculated for a7.6 and a8.0 are related to a resonance in the outer ring and the mode 3 and 5 to a resonance

in the inner ring, whereas the mode 4 arises from a resonance between the two rings. The latter is similar

to the resonance commonly observed in a double SRR with single strips (Figure 1c) which produces the

highest value of the  Q-factor (around 1300 in Table 1). The  Q-factor of the SRR  a7.6 and  a8.0 is low

(around 100-150) when the resonance is produced by the inner or the outer ring resonator (modes 1, 2,

3) whereas it is high (Q > 400) for the mode 4 involving the inter-ring resonance. This feature can be

analyzed by considering a series RLC circuit model equivalent to an SRR with a capacitance produced

either between the two rings for the mode 4 or in the slot of a meandered strip for the other modes. As

the gap g1 is lower than g2 and the slots are longer than the part of the two rings in facing, the equivalent



capacitance involved in the mode 4 resonance is expected to be lower than the capacitance for the other

modes. Consecutively,  a higher  Q-factor value results from  Q = 1/(RCw0) where  w0 is the resonance

angular frequency.

To gain further insight into the origin of the resonances, the current onto the metallic pattern is mapped

in Figure 2 for five modes of the structure a7.6. It is confirmed that the modes 1 and 2 are concerned with

the outer ring and the modes 3 and 5 with the inner ring. For the mode 5, a current still remains on the

outer ring as a signature of a coupling between the mode 4 and 5. This coupling was also revealed in

Table 1 with a resonance frequency and a Q-factor for the mode 4 and 5 deviating from values for the

structures  c7.6 and b7.6, respectively. On the contrary, for the modes 1, 2, and 3 only one ring is bright

whereas the second is dark. For these modes, the SRR behaves as an isolated single ring resonator with

the same values of the resonance frequency and Q-factor as shown in Table 1.

In Figure 2, we can see that the resonance mode 4 of a7.6 is equivalent to the first mode of c7.6, except a

reverse direction of the current on the most inner strip. On the other hand, the mode 1 and 3 looks like a

first standing wave plasmonic resonance with a current which is maximum at a half-length along the

outer  and  inner  ring,  respectively  [24–26].  Moreover,  the  mode  2  and  5  is  similar  to  a  second-order

plasmonic resonance. As a general rule, such a resonance occurs when an integer number  m of half-

wavelengths  equals  the  length  L of  the  resonator  (L = ml / 2).  For  a  meandered  ring  of  diameter

10.8 mm, the first and second plasmonic resonance are evaluated to be 1.66 and 3.32 GHz which are far

away from the resonance frequency reported in Table 1 for b10.8. Even if the half-wavelength matching

condition can deviate due to the resonator geometry[28] and to the skin effect[29], a better explanation for

resonances is required.



Figure 2. Normalized current  map onto the metallic pattern of the SRR  a7.6 (modes 1 to 5) and  c7.6 (first  mode). The
direction of the current on each strip is indicated by an arrow and a zero current by a black dot.

In Figure 3, the electric-field (E-field) is mapped for different modes in the plane of the SRR a7.6 (z = 0

at a half-thickness of metallic strips). First, the mode 4 appears clearly as a resonance between the two

rings. The E-field is also concentrated in the shorter slot of the inner ring which reflects the coupling

between the modes 4 and 5. For all the other modes, the E-field is concentrated in a slot of a bright ring

whereas the second ring is black. Then, the E-field is higher in the longest slot for the first resonance of

a ring (modes 1 and 3) and is higher in the shortest slot for the second resonance (modes 2 and 5). At a

resonance, the E-field is not uniform along a slot. The highest value is achieved at the open end of a slot

whereas  the  E-field  vanishes  at  the  closed  end.  Conversely,  the  magnetic  field  (not  shown  for

convenience) is maximum at the closed end and is low at the open end. It is also worth mentioning that

the current orientation shown in Figure 2 points out a perpendicular magnetic field in the two slots of a



ring in opposite directions for the modes 1 and 3 and in the same direction for the modes 2 and 5. In

conclusion, each resonance arising in a slot of a ring corresponds to an anti-symmetric mode (modes 1

and 3) or a symmetric mode (modes 2 and 5).

Figure 3. Normalized electric-field map for the SRR a7.6 (modes 1 to 5) and c7.6 (first mode).

By considering that a slot behaves as a two-wire transmission line section loaded by a short-circuit at

one termination and by an open-circuit at the other end, the transmission line theory and the previous

analysis of fields show that each resonance occurs approximately when a quarter-wavelength of the

standing wave along a slot matches the length of the slot. This approach is similar to analytical solutions

developed for explaining resonances in a singly split double ring22. As the length of the two slots of a

ring  slightly  differs,  two  resonances  appear  at  close  frequency.  For  dout = 10.8 mm  the  quarter-

wavelength  matching  condition  gives  a  resonance  for  the  longest  and the  shortest  slot  at  2.44 and



2.61 GHz, respectively. A shift of these resonance frequencies compared with values in Table 1 (2.14

and 2.83 GHz for b10.8) can result from both an imperfect open load and a coupling between modes. For

the former, the open end of the slot is equivalent to a capacitive load and consecutively the resonance

frequency decreases. Such a frequency shift has been estimated by complementary simulation of a single

slot to be around 1.5 %. For the latter, it is well known that a coupling of resonators can produce a

frequency shift. Particularly, electromagnetic interaction with two coupled SRRs was analyzed by means

of electric and magnetic dipoles[30]. Depending on both the alignment of dipoles (symmetric or anti-

symmetric) and the dipole orientations (transverse or longitudinal) resonance modes can be differently

split [30,31]. The two resonances arising in the slots of a ring behave similarly to the transverse coupling of

two magnetic dipoles with a first anti-symmetric mode and a second symmetric mode. Therefore, we

can assume that the magnitude splitting of these resonances is mainly increased due to a transverse

magnetic coupling between modes.

To experimentally assess multiple resonances in an SRR, a split ring resonator antenna[32] was produced

by  embroidery.  This  technology  is  commonly  considered  for  a  textile  production  of  wearable

metamaterial antennas involving ring and split ring resonator[33–35]. It  was conveniently selected in the

presented work for energy harvesting application by smart textiles which is not specifically concerned

with the present article. An S-shaped antenna with two SRRs is sketched in Figure 4a. It consists of an

electric dipole made of a copper wire of diameter 0.5 mm and of two SRRs with previously regarded

sizes corresponding to the mean values measured on the fabricated antenna shown in Figure 4b and

Figure 4c.  The electric  dipole was fixed onto a  cotton fabric  by embroidering  polyester  yarns.  The

thickness of the cotton fabric was measured to be 0.28 mm and the permittivity of various cotton fabrics

measured[36] at 2.45 GHz is er = 1.5. SRRs were fabricated by using a conductive yarn DataTrans from

TIBTECH Innovations[37] Company which was first triple passed in order to produce a meandered wire

for  each ring.  Then,  the  meandered  wire  was fixed  by embroidery  with  polyester  yarns.  The main

advantage of this conductive yarn is a high conductivity compared to other conductive yarns used in



embroidery[35]. A high conductivity is required to decrease the losses of the resonator. On the other hand,

the yarn DataTrans is more rigid and a specific embroidery was developed to fix it on the cotton fabric.

The  reflection  coefficient  (S11)  was  measured  by  means  of  a  Vector  Network  Analyzer  after  a

preliminary calibration in the plane of the UFL connector and the input impedance of the antenna was

calculated from S11.

Figure 4. Illustration of the SRR resonator antenna: (a) simulated antenna (sizes in mm), (b) front side and (c) back side of
the fabricated antenna. The antenna consists of an S-shaped dipole of diameter 16.5 mm and the SRRs a7.6 and a8.0. Each
conductor of the dipole is 2 mm longer than a half-ring.

The measured reflection coefficient plotted in Figure 5 shows 7 dips revealing multiple resonances of

the antenna. The impedance of the antenna is well matched with 50 W at 2.5, 2.66, 3.38 and 3.63 GHz

with S11 < -10 dB whereas S11 > -5.4 dB for other three dips at 3.04, 3.94, and 4.42 GHz. We can note

that the two first dips with close frequency lead to a broad bandwidth around 2.5 GHz. Moreover, a

multiband operation of the antenna can be expected with two complementary dips around 3.5 GHz. 



Figure 5. Measured reflection coefficient of the antenna. (Note circle marks have been added for all the experimental data)

To better analyze resonances, the real part of the measured input impedance is plotted in  Figure 6.

Between 2 and 4.5 GHz, we can see 6 resonances evidenced by a maximum of the impedance. These

resonances are favorably compared in Figure 6 with the simulated impedance.  However,  simulation

shows clearly 7 resonances and an eighth resonance can be revealed by a slight ripple of the impedance

at around 3.2 GHz. All the resonance frequency values of the simulated antenna are reported in Table 1.

Each of them can be unambiguously related to an eigenmode previously calculated for either SRR a7.6 or

a8.0. Also, we can note that the most prominent resonances observed in Figure 6 stem from the modes 4

and 5 of each SRR which have the highest  Q-factor values. However, the impedance spectrum was

achieved by means of a dipole antenna and consecutively the amplitude of the resonances depends on

the coupling between the dipole and the SRRs as well. By further cutting the dipole, its own resonance

frequency increases and the coupling strength with SRRs changes. For the results plotted in Figure 5 and

Figure 6, the length of the S-shaped dipole was profitably cut during measurements 2 mm longer than a

half-ring allowing to bring out all the resonances in SRRs. The antenna performance was measured at

the relevant frequency. The gain was G = 2.7, 0.45, -3, and -4.6 dBi at 2.5, 2.66, 3.38 and 3.63 GHz,

respectively. A better gain than in the reference[35] was achieved mainly thanks to a more conductive

yarn used for the SRRs, but it is not possible to related this higher value to the meandered strip.



Figure 6. Real part of the input impedance of the SRR resonator antenna simulated (solid line with no mark) and measured
(line with open circles). (Note circle marks have been added for all the experimental data)

In summary, multiple resonances of a split  ring resonator made of two meandered strips have been

analyzed by means of eigenmodes computation and field mapping. It has been shown that a slot in a

meandered strip behaves as a two-wire transmission line section and a resonance occurs approximately

when  a  quarter-wavelength  of  the  standing  wave  along  a  slot  matches  the  length  of  the  slot.  By

combining  two  rings  with  two  slots,  five  resonances  result.  Multiple  resonances  have  been

experimentally  evidenced  by  spectroscopy  of  the  input  impedance  of  an  SRR  resonator  antenna.

Depending both on the quality factor of the resonance and the coupling strength between the dipole

antenna  and  the  SRRs,  the  impedance  shows  more  or  less  prominent  resonances.  Such  multiple

resonances in an SRR produced by meandered strips can contribute to design metamaterials operating at

multiple frequencies, opening new prospects for applications where a multiband operation is required.
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